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Wow classic decursive macro

Decursive is a cleaning mode designed to make troubleshooting simple, effective and fun for all classes that have this ability. Documentation: PLEASE NOTE: Type /DECURSIVE to open the configuration panel. Decursive's options are not directly available in the Interface panel due to ongoing tainting issues that Blizzard is not ready to
fix. Decursive usage – Micro Unit Frames documentation – Decursive Macro documentation – FAQs – commands Decursive key benefits Ease of use: Decursive supports all classes with cleaning abilities and is automatically configured, works straight out of the box, no configuration required. An intuitive interface and detailed options,
Decursive is suitable for easy user use and power. Control what and who you want to disperse: Simply filter out troubles you don't want to cure or that are useless to remove by class (some are preconfigured). (Such as troubles that affect the flaw in non-flaw classes etc...). Choose from what you can dispel (magic, curses, poison,
diseases, charms) by choosing priorities. (this allows you to effectively share cleaning work with other players) Prioritize or exclude members. (Keep players, classes, or raid groups in a specific order to clear them according to relevance) Mind control controlled units: If you are Mage, Druid or Shaman you can Polymorph/Cyclone/Hex
mind-controlled players. In any case, Decursive will allow you to easily target mind-controlled units. Decursive supports the magical charming take-off impact for shamans (Purge and Hex), Priests (Dispel Magic), Hunters (Tranquilizing Shot) and Warlocks (Fellhunter and Doomguards spells). Don't waste your time: Your Cooldown
cleaning spell is displayed to increase your clearance speed. An automatic blacklist will prevent you from turning time on players who can't disperse. (out-of-sight player for example). Decursively select the logical order of cleaning depending on your current position in the attack. (preventing the dissircment of competitiveness between
players, and therefore nothing to dissuad messages) React faster: Visual and/or audit alerts when someone needs your attention and can be dispersed. A special sound alert when unstable trouble is detected and you will disperse it. Visual and audit warning when attempts are pushed away resist or fail. Integration in any interface:
Decursive is designed to store properties on screen and to forget when not needed. Many options allow you to customize the decursive appearance and behavior of the interface. All decursive warning colors can be changed, making it suitable for people blind to color. Highly optimized and efficient encoding: Decursive was developed with
memory and CPU usage in mind, installing Decursive will not affect frame even in the worst conditions of battle. Bug free: bugs are not tolerated in Decursive. In short, what you get with Decursive is player using Decursive will always disperse faster than other players. See also: Decursive Use of Micro Unit Frames Documentation
Decursive Macro Documentation FAQs try this before asking any command question Interesting articles and videos about Decursive's use: 2010-11-20 (Updated in 2010-20 2011-06-11) Complete guide to decursive results @darista: daritos.apotheosis-now.com/?p=24 Article: www.hotsdots.com/2009/07/improving-the-interface-using-
addons-7-decursive-cleansing-and-dispelling/ Video: WarcraftScience's Decursive tutorial For other Decursive videos see YouTube playlist. Decursive is dedicated to the memory of Bertrand Sense known as Glorfindal on the European server Les Sentinelles. He was the leader of my guild 's (Horizon) raid for suggestions, feature request
or bug report, use a ticketing system that provides WoWAce.com. Development versions of Decursive are available on this URI: hint that development versions may be unstable. Unless you want to help test unstable code, you should download versions considered stable below. Don't forget to rate decursive! Bitcoin donation address:
1LEHZuPsiHN4hM3H3Gru5xKmDgCj867eFX Guides and discussions on all things Ice Lancers from Azeroth. sawbossnl Posts: 81 Connected: Down November 01, 2016 8pm Unread postby sawbossnl Sat February 09, 2019 5:23 pm /cast [@party1] Remove Curse /cast [@party2] Remove Curse /cast [@party3] Remove Curse /cast
[@party4] Remove Curse /cast [@party5] Remove anny one know if this works in 1 macro or need 5 different macros? killigon Posts: 4 Connected: Fri Jan 15, 2016 12:48 am Unread postby killigon Sun Feb 10, 2019 1:14 pm It should not work because of the cd on Remove Curse, to make a party member specific you would need one
macro, or modifier for each member, alt shift etc. I think it's a better idea to use a mouse hovering macro, that way you don't have to target a member, but it will be thrown at whoever your mouse hovers above. Toy Posts: 10 Connected: Wed Sep 10, 2014 7:07 am Unread postby Toytoy Tue February 12, 2019 8:48 am You can also use
Clique addon, assign one button to your Remove Curse skill and just mouse over to your raid frames. jeffrybungle Posts: 34 Connected: Cartridge 18, 2018 6:35 pm Unread postby jeffrybungle Fri Mar 22, 2019 20:10 #showtooltip/cast [@mouseover, there is, help] Remove the curse, /cast counterspell This is the macro I used, throws a
curse removal on friendly targets over which mouse. If there are no friendly goals mouse over over, intertwine your goal. Back to Frost Jump users browsing this forum: No registered users and 8 guests WoW Classic WoW Classic General Discussion Guys whether there is a working Addon? My guild wants me to install it before the first
attack so I tried a couple of versions, but they all run a fatal error saying that the client version is too little. Can you please post a link to a version that is compatible with the classic? Thanks a lot! would do Likeglass: should work I tried this version and it does not work for me. It still triggers the mistake I mentioned. But there seems to be a
problem on my end because it obviously works for other people. I will try to disable other addons, there may be some conflict between decursive and other plugins (but I only use a few plugins so that would be quite surprising). EDIT: Nope... even with other plugins disabled, I still get the same error: ok, I do not know then. But I'm sure
your attack leader doesn't want you to use Decursive as much as they want you to see who needs to be disturbed and be able to do it. I play mage and I don't use Decursive. ElvUI dims the unit frames of haunted players and then I just use my macro on them: #showtooltip / use [@mouseover,help,there is][] Remove the minor curse Are
you sure you are downloading the classic version? Do not use the button on the top, use the one of about 1.5 screens below on the right. Version 2.7.6.5-classic. Also, I agree with Likeglass, both practically and on principle. If you use Blizzard raid boxes, they show disercment. All unit frames incapable of doing so are inferior. Anything but
that sounds automation to me, but still. 1 Like Aphandra: Are you sure you're downloading the classic version? Do not use the button on the top, use the one of about 1.5 screens below on the right. Version 2.7.6.5-classic. Also, I agree with Likeglass, both practically and on principle. If you use Blizzard raid boxes, they show disercment.
All unit frames incapable of doing so are inferior. Anything but that sounds automation to me, but still. Thanks man - I was trully using the download button at the top as it made sense for me who would have thought it necessary to search for other alternative files hidden somewhere down the site. My bad. It's my guild's request, so I'm just
going to use it. And in the end I don't see much difference between addon and macronarede set up above. The Macros are super strong in this game. They're much worse than most supplements... at least in my opinion. And Blizzard should remove them from the game and ban most add-ons. That's what I'd rather but I understand that
most people won't agree with me on these 2 likes This topic is automatically closed 30 days after the last response. New answers are no longer allowed. Decursive for WoW 1.12 You cannot perform this action at this time. You signed in with another card or window. Reload to refresh the session. You signed in on another card or window.
Reload to refresh the session. This is cleaning mode. His job is to help that can remove debuffs, do it with Load mode, bind the key (or create macro /decursive) and run, no further configuration or editing is required, automatically configured. Run mode when you ever want to clean up the status of the disease, or even think that someone
could be on target, party, or even raid party, if nothing is cleaned up, there is no penalty or cool down. Currently decursive is configured to automatically select Druid, Priest, Mage, Paladin, and Shaman Spells. The choice of magic is done intelligently, just throwing levels or certain versions necessary, saving flaws. When cleaning, the
following logic is to run Check target for a healing effect, Cure if it is located Check the list of priorities (how) for a treatable effect, remedy if found Check only for curable effect, cure if found Check party members for curable effect, cure if found Check members raid for treatable effect, check for pets for curable effect (If you are not in the
party, or are not in a raid, it will skip parties and raid sections) sections)
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